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Enhanced Lateral Solid Phase Epitaxial Growth

in Phosphorus Doped Amorphous Si Films
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Characteristics of lateral solid phase epltaxy (L-SPE) in phosphorus implanted
anorphous Si films were investigated. It was found that P doping was effeetive to
enhanee the L-SPE growth rate and to reduce the randon nueleation rate. Owing to
these eff%c^ts, the maxilnun L-SPE length of about 2/rpm was obtained in the filn doped
with 3x1o2o Patons /"^3 after Bh-annealing at 6OOIC, "iti"t was fairly longer than
that in the undoped films.

1. Introduction

Lateral solid phase epitaxy (L-SPE) of
anorphous Si (a-Si) filrns1 r2) is a promising
technique to realize silicon on i.nsulator (SOf)

struetures suitable for 3-dinensional LSIrs, since
it is a 1ow tenperature process. trrle have shown

that a-Si fiIns, which are evaporated on heated
(tOO)Si substrates with Si02 patterns and then

can speculate that electrically active dopants

such as phosphorus or boron, which are effective
to enhance the vertical SPE ratesr3) enh"nce the
polycrystalline grain growth rate as well as the
L-SPE rate. Even in these situations, enhancement

of the naxinun L-SPE length in doped a-Si films is
expected if the randon nucleation rate is reduced,

si-nce the randorn erystallization tirne is deter-
mined by both the grain growth rate and the
nucleation rate. So, in this paper, rrre investi-
gate the L-SPE characteristics in phosphorus doped

a-Si fllms.

?. Experirnental proeedure

Si films about 25Onn thick were evaporated on

thernal 1y-cleaned patterned-SiO2(=30nm)/( 1 00)Si

amorphized. by Si+ ion implantation,
onto the SiO, patterns. However,

SPE length, which is determined

grow laterally
the maxirnum L-

by c ompe ti ti on

the random

by randomly

5-6um along
600"c.2) ble

Conditions

between the L-SPE growth rate and

crystal lization (polycrystal lization
nucleated grains) ti-me, was limited to
the <010> direetion when annealed at

Table 1. Implantation

Group Sample Substrate
Temperature

Ion Energy / pgse
(t"vi" (r015 

"r-2)
Concentralion; n
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(a)

RT

28tt+
160/2.1 | gO/0.76, t+O/O,39 1.ox1o2o

(b) 160/6.3, 80f 2.3, /+O/1.1 3.0x1 020

z
(e)

31p+
180/1.8, go/0.79, t+O/O.37 1.0x1020

(d) 180/5./+, 90/2.4, t+0/1.1 3.0x1 o2o

(e)

31 t+

o11011.2, 170/1.g, go/0.67 1 .0x1 020

(f) o110/ t,.0, 170/ j.7, go/2.0 3.0x1 020

(e) "t1o1t2, 17O/19, 80/6.7 1.0x1021
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Fig.Z Optical micrographs for the sanples of

Wright etchant. The patterns are directed

substrates in an ultra-hlgh vacuum condition at

the substrate tenperature of =J00"C. The evapo-

rated films were then amorphized by inplantation

of Si+ or P* ions at room-temperature with the

conditions summarj-zed in Table 1. They are

classified in three groups. That is, the sanples

in the group t (trre sanrples (") and' (b)) were

implanted. wlth Si+ ions and the samples in both

sroups 2 ((c) and (d)) and 3 ((e), (f) and (e))

were implanted with P+ ions. The d'oping concen-

trations in these sanples llere nearly constant to

the aimed values shown in Table 1 as T throughout

the evaporated fj_lms. The nearly constant concen-

trati-ons $tere obtained in the group-2 samples by

the multiple-energy innplantation. I{hile they were
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Fig.1 Implanted phosphorus profiles in the
sarnples of the groups 2 and j calcurated. by
sunning the simple Gaussian distributions. The
concentration is normalized with the aimed values
(i) shown in Table 1.
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(d)
1 and 2 annealed at 600oC and etched oy

the (001) axes.

obtained in the group-3 samples by the implanta-

ti-on through thermally oxldized Si02 filrns and by

the additional multiple-energy implantation after

the renoval of the Si02 filns' The evaporation

thiekness in the group-3 samples was adjusted to

obtain about 25}nn thick film after the renoval of

the Si02, So, the group-2 samples have the lower

P coneentration in the surface region of about

/+Onm thickness, as sholrn in Fig.1' These samples

were finally annealed at 500oC in N2 atmosphere

and. investigated by Nonarski optical microscopy'

3. Results

In Fig.2, we show optlcal nicrographs of four

samplesofthegroupsland2whichwereannea]-ed
at 600"C for 2h and etched by the tdright etchant

In these micrographs, the patterns were directed

nearly paralle1 to the <001> axes of the Si

substrates. We can see fron these rnierographs

that the L-SPE lengths along the <010> direction

are about 2um in the sanples (a) and (b) and about

6 and 8um in the sarnples (c) and (d)r respee-

tively.ThisresultindicatesthattheL-SPErate
was enhanced bY P doPing.

lJe then show in Fig.3 the dependence of the

I-SPE lengths in these samples along the <010>

direetion on annealing tine. Fron this figuret we

ean see that the L-SPE rates of all four samples

deerease d.uring the initial growth stages and then

they have saturated values of =1.0x10-8clo/s for

the samples (") and (b)r =j.2x10-8cm/s for (c)r

and =?.1x'l0-8ern/s for (d), respectively. In this

ri'$;i
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figure, bre can also see that, though the growth
rate of poly-grains should be enhanced as the L-
SPE growth rate, the random crystallization time,
which is shown in the figure as an tirne when 50-

?O% of the film was polycrystall ized, in the P+

implanted films was not enhanced so markedly
probably due to the reduction of the randon
nucleation rate. Owing to these effects, the
maxj-mum L-SPE length of about 24Um was obtained in
the sample (d), which was fairly longer than that
in the Si+ implanted films.

/n. Diseussions

lle, then, diseuss about the effects of P

doping to the L-SPE and random nucleation rates,
where we usually use the sample (a), which was

implanted with 1x1020 Si atoms/cm3, as an undoped

reference sample.

/*.1. Enhancement of the L-SPE rate by doping

The saturated <01 0> I-SPE growth rates at
600"C, which were obtained from Fig.3 and the
simil-ar results for the group-l sanples, are
plotted in Fig.4.as a function of the doping

coneentrati-on. fn this figure, we also show the
reported dependence of (tOO) vertical SpE (V-SPE)

rate at l+75"C which were normalized with the value
for an undoped fi1m.3) Not" that, the reported
enhancernent effects by P atoms are sinilar between

the (111) V-SPE rate and the (100) rat,e.3) F"ot
this figure, we can see the following facts. (1)

The enhancement effects of P to the saturated
<010> L-SPE rate at the doping Ievel of 1-3xt020

"r-3 are alrnost the same between the samples of
the groups 2 and 3. Q) About 3- and ?-foId
enhancements of the L-SPE rate are obtained at
the concentrations of 1 and 3x1020cn-3, respee-
tively. Hoviever, at 1x1021"^-3, the rate is
reduced to about 1 /3 of the undoped value, prob-
ably due to the impurity segregation effect. So,

rire ean say that the maxinum enhaneenent factor by

P to the saturated L-SPE growth rate at 600oC is
equal to or somewhat higher than 7, which is
obtained. at the eoncentration around 3x1O20cn-3.

4.2. Reduction of the random

nucleation rate by doping

I,tre examined the randona nucleation rate in the
doped and undoped fllms annealed at 6O0oC by

counting the nurnbers of nueleated poly-g""ins4) in
the ltlright-etched samples. The result is shovrn in
Fig.5 as a function of P coneentration. Fron this
figure, we can see the following results. (t) The

random nueleation rate in the group-l samples is
about 16 times reduced by P doping at the concen-
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TlS.4 The saturated <010> L-SPE growth rate of
the sanples of the groups 2 and j at 6OO.C as a
function of phosphorus concentration.
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Fig.3 L-SPE growth length along the
tion of the samples of the groups 1

function of annealing time at 600oC,
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tration of 1-3x1020cn-3 and it is about 90 times

reduced at 1x1O21cn-3. (2) The reductlon observed

in the group-2 sarnples is only a factor of about 2

at the concentration of 1x1020cm-3, which is far
smaller than that obtained in the group-3 samples

with the same concentration. However, the nucle-

ation rate of the group-2 sanples beeone sj-miIar

or somewhat lower than that of group-3 sanples at

3x1020cm-3. (3) fne reduction of the nucleation

rate obtained. in the sample (b), which was im-

planted with 3x1020 Si atons/crn3, is srnal1

conpared with that obtained in the P doped

samples, From these faets, we ean say that (1)

amorphization of the evaporated polycrystalline
filns is alnost eompleted by the implantaion of

tx1020 Si+ ions/en3 and that the reduetion of the

random nucleation rate by P+ inplantation is
considered due to their chemieal 0r electrical
effect, (2) the nucleation rate is more than 1 0

tines reduced by P doping at the eoncentration

equal to or higher than 1x1020cn-3, (3) the

nucleation seems to occur nainly near the surface

of tho film.
Note that, from the bulk-induced' erystalLiza-

E'\tion nodel ) J, we can see that about /+0-f old

reduction of the nucleati-on rate observed in the

sample (O) is al-nost enough to keep the randont

crystallization time constant against about 7-fo1d

enhancement of the grain growth ratet which is
expected. fron the enhancement observed in the L-

SPE rate,

5. Conclusions

We investigated the L-SPE characteristics in

P+ implanted a-Si films and found that P doping

with the atomie concentration around 3xlg2O"^-3

was effective to enhance the L-SPE rate and to

reduce the random nucleation rate. That ist

comparing with those in the undoped film, (1 ) the

saturated <010> L-SPE growth rate was enhanced as

much as about ? times at the doping concentration

around 3x1020cn-3, and (z) trre random nucleation

rate is more than 1 0 times reduced at the doping

concentration equal to or higher than 1x1020cm-3'

Owing to these effects, the naximum L-SPE length

of about 24Un was obtained after 8h-annealing at

600"C, whieh was fairly longer than that in the

Si+ implanted a-Si films.
At present, it is possible to cover about 50um

wide Si02 stripes with epitaxial Si films by the

L_SPE growth frorn the both edges at ternperatures

not higher than 6O0oC. It is also possible to
grow und.oped Si films on the doped ones by low

tenperature vertieal epitaxy such as SPE or

moleeular beam epitaxy (MBE). From these facts we

believe that L-SPE is the most promising technique

to fabricate 3-d.imensional LSIts with highly
stacked structures.
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Fig.5 The random nucleation rate of the samples
of the groups 1, 2 and 3 at 600oC as a function of
inplanted atom concentration.
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